Nature Activities

Bat Skeleton Craft

**Supplies:**
- Black cardstock with bat outline
- Cotton swabs
- Glue stick

**Directions:**
Use the bat outline as your guide and create your own bat skeleton. Using the cotton swabs as the bat’s bones, glue them to the cardstock to make the skeleton. Let your creativity flow as you make this as artistic or realistic as you choose!

Camouflage Creatures – Hide and Seek!

**Supplies:**
- Printed creatures
- Crayons

**Directions:**
Look around you to see where your creatures might like to hide. Create their camouflage by coloring them to blend in with their environment, then cut them out with scissors. Find someone to be the “predator”. Hide your creatures using only their camouflage (they must be fully visible and not covered). See how many your “predator” can find! Now switch and have the other person hide the creatures to see how many you can find!